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“ the solution for booking
workstations ”

Meeting room display
device available

EcosAgile Workspace is ideal for all 
companies that work in coworking and for 
companies that manage Personnel within an 
agile and distributed working context, 
alternating between face-to-face work and 
smart working.

Who is it designed for
EcosAgile Workspace is the easy and innovative solution for responding to 
the organisational and management dynamics of office staff.  
It is the software that allows the booking and management of 
workstations within company offices, supporting the sharing of spaces and 
helping the facility manager to respect and optimise working 
environments in favour of smart workplaces.

EcosAgile Workspace allows workstations, desks, meeting rooms and 
ccoworking spaces to be booked at any time via the web and display 
booking system: it provides a real-time view of bookable and occupied 
spaces and enables precise planning and scheduling of workstations 
thanks to a constantly updated and clear calendar of room availability, 
which can be integrated into shared Google and Outlook calendars.

What is EcosAgile Workspace? 

With EcosAgile Workspace it is possible to set up usage policies by 
dening groups of users enabled to make bookings according to 
qualication or function, setting duration and maximum number of 
bookings to be made over time or setting a maximum number of people 
in specic rooms.

EEcosAgile Workspace also allows you to see the characteristics, audio and 
video equipment and accessories of each workstation, coworking 
environment and meeting room: it allows you to divide workspaces into 
xed, permanently assigned to one or more people, bookable and 
occupied.



eMeeting maximizes the use of the available 
workspace, ensuring the number of 
participants does not exceed the limit, the 
duration of stay is observed and it also 
facilitfacilitates the distance required by COVID-19 
security procedures. The detailed statistics on 
room usage and saturation (hourly, weekly, 
per person, per meeting room) is available for 
company management.

POST COVID-19 MEETINGS MANAGEMENT 

REAL TIME AND CLOUD
Thanks to a simple Wi or Ethernet 
connection eMeeting  is integrated in real 
time with the EcosAgile Cloud booking system 
to offer full functionality and data access via 
web from anywhere.
  

EcosAgile is distributed in Italy by Softagile

eMeeting improves productivity: thanks to the 
display  there will be no more interruptions of
meetings, no one will disturb you during the 
meeting or "stole your room". It guarantees 
efficient booking management with just a few 
clicks by the organiser, in compliance with 
sasafety standards which are secured by NFC 
badge recognition or by a unique access code.

DISPLAY TOUCH SCREEN 

Facilitates management of COVID-19 security and 
control procedures for shared company areas

Clock and calendar containing details for each 
meeting, its duration and participants

eMeeting is an indispensable solution for scheduling 
meetings and business activities that ensures efficient 
management and booking of company workspaces.

WWorkspaces include meeting rooms, conference rooms, 
shared coworking spaces, training rooms and all those 
areas that can be booked for meetings or other company 
activities with several participants.  

eMeeting is particularly appreciated because it takes only a 
few seconds to schedule a meeting, to extend it, reduce its 
duration or cancel it;  it also provides in real time the 
ininformation  about  availability of meeting rooms through 
shared calendar and facilitates the choice of the conference 
room thanks to the room details that contains all the
features, accessories and tools available.
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